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of a-quartz
Factors influencing shortJived blue cathodoluminescence
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Ansrucr
Crystals of a-quartz from fissuresin the SwissAlps and from the island of Grand Canary
were investigatedto determine the factors influencing their cathodoluminescencecharactenstlcs.
The cathodoluminescenceof a-quartz is commonly a short-lived blue, blue-green,or
yellow color with nonluminescent areas.Long-lived violet and a brown luminescenceof
increasingintensity are uncommon for a-quartz.
Cathodoluminescenceobservations,fluid-inclusion studies, microprobe analysis, heatand electrodiffusion treatments and morphological data revealed that the cathodoluminescenceofa-quartz is influenced by the uptake ofcharge balancing singlechargedcations
associatedwith the substitution of Al for silica. Electrodifusion studies indicate that H
can cause short-lived cathodoluminescence.The amount and distribution of the trace
elementsin a-quara are controlled by the growth dynamics, growth direction, twinning,
fracturing, and natural a- or 7-irradiation.
Physicochemicalgrowth parameters,such as crystallization temperature,pressure,composition, and concentrationsof volatiles in crystallizing fluids, do not influence the shortlived cathodoluminescenceof a-quartz.

INrnonucrroN
trodifusion experiments (kindly provided by the MinerElectron-excited luminescence,or cathodolumines- alogischesInstitut ETH-Ziirich) were selected to cover
cence,in naturally grown d-quartz was first reported by the physicochemical conditions present in natural diaGoldstein (1907). Later, Smith and Stenstrom (1965), geneticand hydrothermal systems(Table l) and to assess
Long and Agrell (1965),Sippel(1968),Spruntet al. (1978), the consistencyof cathodoluminescencedistributions.
Zinkernagel (1978), and Matter and Ramseyer (1985)
Mnrnons
demonstrated the ability of this technique to distinguish
o.-quarIzprecipitated from an aqueous chloride solution
An improved cathodoluminescencemicroscope(Ram(i.e, diageneticor hydrothermal origin) from quartz crys- seyer et al., 1989) was used to examine the faint and
tallized in a melt (i.e., igneousor metamorphicorigin).
short-lived luminescencecolors in fissurequartz. The apFew data exist on the cathodoluminescencebehavior plied beam current density for the cathodoluminescence
of diagenetic or hydrothermally formed a-quartz, which was 0.2-0.4 pA/mm2 at 30 keV electron energy. Lumihas generallybeen thought to be nonluminescent(Sippel, nescencecharacteristicswererecordedon Ektachrome400
Zinkernagel,1978)or color slide film with l3l+-minutesexposuretime and de1965;Smith and Stenstrom,1965;'
to possessnondetectableshortlived luminescence(Zin- veloped at 800 ASA. Changesin the luminescenceduring
kernagel,1978).Improvementsin the detectionlimits of electron bombardment due to the relatively long expovery faint luminescenceintensities by a new type of cath- sure time (Ramseyeret al., 1989)dictate that comparable
odoluminescence microscope enabled Ramseyer et al. results can only be obtained by using identical operating
(1988) to record a variety of short-lived luminescence conditions and areas of no previous electron bombardcolors in a-quartz precipitated from an aqueouschloride ment. When these requirements are fulfilled, then the
solution.
consistencyofresults obtained is excellent.Since lengthy
The purpose of this paper is to determine crystallo- electron bombardment leadsto modification of the emisgraphic, physical, and chemical parametersthat influence sion spectra, cathodoluminescence characteristics are
the cathodoluminescenceof diageneticallyor hydrother- compared by means of qualitative observations of premally formed a-quafiz. More than 75 quartz crystals from viously unbombarded areas on color slides. The photonine localitiesin the SwissAlps (Mullis, l9'15,1976,1980, graphic results obtained are therefore a time-integrated
1982),from cavities in a Miocene basalt (Canary Islands; function of the continuously changingluminescencecharMullis and Sigl, 1982) and a quartz crystal used in elec- acteristics.The luminescencespectrawere also recorded
79r
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Morphology and physicochemicalparameters calculatedfrom phase transitions in fluid inclusions

Locality

Morphology

Twinning

Color

Grand Canary
Blattenberg
Val d'llliez

scepter
scepter
prismatic
sceprer
prismatic
prismatic
prismatic
prismatic
sceprer
prismatic
scepter
prismatic
prismatic
scepter

Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Btazil
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Dauphin6e
Brazil
Dauphin6e
Brazil
Dauphin6e
Dauphin6e
Brazil

clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
brown
violet
brown
violet
ctear
crear
crear

Brunnital
Windgallen
Gigerwald
Amethystkehle
Val Giuv
Grosstal
Camperio

Salinity
(mol%)

0.5
7

0.6
2

0.5
1.3
2.1
1.9
0.3
2.5
7

1.3
1.2
7

Fluid
type
I
tl
ill
IV
V
vtl
vtl
VI
vtl

Temperature Pressure
(rC)
(MPa)
*150
c150
200-220
180-200
280-300
300
300
400-420
260-300
400-420
240-280
380-400
420-450
320-340

€0.5
<100
140-180
44-47
220-270
210
170
320J60
46-65
300J40
190-210
240-280
220-250
34-39

Growth mode
rapid discont.
rapid discont.
slow discont.
rapid discont.
slow discont.
slow discont.
slow discont.
slow cont. + discont.
rapid discont.
slow cont. + discont.
rapid discont.
slow cont.
slow cont. + discont.
rapid discont.

Note: | : steam; ll : >80 mol7" CH4 + 5-15 molo/"higher hydrocarbons; lll : >94 mofo/"H2O + 1-2 molo/"CHo * <1 molo/"higher hydrocarbons;
lV : >80 molo/"CHo + <1 molyo higher hydrocarbons; V : >94 mol7" HrO + <1 molo/"CH4,higher hydrocarbons;Vl : >80 mol7" HrO + 10-20
molo/"CO,; Vll : >40 md% CO,

at a speedof 5 nm per s on a SPEX Minimate monochromator equipped with a R446 Hamamatsu photomultiplier. Entrance and exit slits of the monochromator were
set for an effective resolution of l0 nm. The measured
spectra were corrected for the spectral responseof the
recording system between 350 and 730 nm.
Selectedsampleswere subjectedto artificial 7-irradiation by a cobalt-60 source(5 x 107rad, Mullis, 1976),
electron bombardment, and I to 500 h of heat treatment
(between I l0 and 700 "C with an uncertainty of +50 "C)
prior to their examination.
A Chaixmeca heating and freezing stage (Poty et a1.,
1976) attachedto a petrographic microscopewas used to
study phasetransitions(Roedder,1984;Mullis, 1987)in
fluid inclusions. Temperatures were measuredusing the
techniqueofPoty et al. (1976).Contentsofhigherhydrocarbons (HHC, C > l), and of CHo, CO, and N, in fluid
inclusions were additionally determined by mass spectrometry and Raman spectroscopy(Dhamelincourt et al.,
1979). Bulk fluid compositions were calculated after the
technique of Mullis (1919, 1987) and Ramboz et al.
(1985). Approximate trapping pressureswere estimated
using the PW data for the systemsHrO-NaCl, HrO-COrNaCl, HrO-COr-CHo and COr-N, (Potter and Brown,
1977; Bowers and Helgeson,1983; Jacobsand Kerrick,
l 9 8 l ; H o l l o w a y ,l 9 8 l ) .
The Al content of qtartz was measuredusing an ARLSEMQ electron microprobe with a wavelengthdispersive
system (TAP-crystal) at 20-nA sample current, l5-keV
electron energy and 100-s counting time. The detection
limit (3o-error) for Al in quartz was found to be 50 ppm.

Fig. l. Scalebar is 500 pm. (A) Fissure quartz from Grand
Canary, with cut surface perpendicular to the c axis. Originally
this crystal was mostly nonluminescent;however, after 2 min of
continuous electronbombardment, brown lamellaereflectingthe
growth pattern appeared.A growth pattern (arrows), which encircles the center hole, is partly visible through brown luminescing growth zones. (B) Fissure quartz from Blattenberg with a
sceptermorphology, cut parallel to the c axis. This largely nonluminescent crystal exhibits dark blue luminescenceonly at the
junctions of rhombohedral and prismatic growth faces.(C) Fissure quartz from Val d'Illiez with a prismatic core (P) and scepter oyergrowth (S), cut parallel to the c axis. The scepter part
exhibits a complex luminescence distribution, with zonation
parallel to the prism (m) and the positive (r) and the negative(z)
rhombohedra. (D) Fissure quartz from Val d'Illiez with scepter
morphology, with cut surface normal to the c axis. The zoned
luminescenceof the gowth normal to the prism faces(yellowish
color) is overprinted by the occurrenceofBrazil twinning (blue
areas).(E) Artificially 7-irradiated fissure quartz from Val d'Illiez, iut parallel to the c axis and viewed in transmitted light.
The crystal exhibits smoky zones, which correlate with the luminescencegrowth pattern of Figure lF. (F) Samecrystal as in
Figure lE, but exhibiting cathodoluminescence.All parts that
show pronounced coloration by z-irradiation are nonluminescent. This crystal is less luminescent than the crystal shown in
Figure lC, particularly in its prismatic core (P). Only the intermediate discontinuous slowly grown zone (I) is not strongly affected by .y-irradiation. The numbers refer to the location of the
microprobe analysesfrom Table 2. (G) Artificially 7-irradiated
fissure quartz from Windgiillen, cut parallel to the c axis, in
transmitted light. The visible zonation in this crystal is characteristic of slow discontinuous grolvth normal to the positive and
negativerhombohedra. (H) Samecrystal as shown in Figure lG,
Rrsur,rs
but exhibiting luminescence. The darker luminescing growth
The most common cathodoluminescencecolors in the bands correspondwith the more intensely colored, smoky zones
a-quartz examined on color slides are different shadesof of Figure lG. Microprobe analysis indicates that the two dark
short-livedblue and blue-green(Figs. 1, 2). Violet (Figs. blue luminescing zones(arrows) contain more than 300 ppm of
38, 2H), yellow (Figs. 3,{, 28) and brown (Figs.3B, 2H) Al.
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luminescence colors also occur but are less common.
Nonluminescent quartz was detected in a few crystals with
skeletalgrowth (Figs. lA-D, lF; Kleber, 1970).
With the exception of the brown luminescence,all the
above colors faded during electron bombardment. The
induced luminescencecolor is a bluish or reddish brown
(Ramseyeret al., 1988;Figs. 38, 2H).
The spectral response of these various luminescence

fr
z
z

u

(Fig. 2. Scalebar is 500 pm. (A) Fissure quartz from Brunnital, cut parallel to the c axis. The part of the crystal luminescing
blue representsgrowth normal to the rhombohedral faces (r),
whereasthe area with dark blue luminescence(m) contains carbonate luminescing yellow and has growth normal to the prism
faces.(B) Fissurequartz from Amethystkehle, cut parallel to the
c axis. In this crystal, the three gowth types (continuous slow,
cyclic slow, and cyclic rapid) are representedby the core luminescingdark blue (C), the zoned part luminescing lighter blue (I)
and the scepterluminescing yellow (S), respectively.Significant
growth normal to the prism faces (m) is present in the areas
luminescing yellow. (C) Fissurequartz from Gigerwald, with cut
surface normal to the c axis. With luminescence,$owth after
the positive rhombohedra (r) and the negative rhombohedra (z)
are distinguishable,as are both prisms (m., m,), the trapezohedron (s), and Brazil twins (B) in the zone with growth normal to
the positive rhombohedra. A-A' and B-B' refer to the location
ofthe traversesfrom Figures 4aand 4b, respectively.(D) Fissure
quartz from Gigerwald, cut parallel to the c axis. The majority
of the cyclic slow growth in this crystal was normal to both
rhombohedra (r, z) and only a few areasshow growth normal to
the prisms. The pronounced zonation is typical of this slow cyclic growth. In addition, microprobe analysesshow that the outer
zone luminescing darker blue contains up to 1410 ppm Al (Fig.
4c; Table 2). The numbers refer to the location of the microprobe
analysesfrom Table 2, and C-C' to the location of the traverse
from Figure 4c. (E) Fissurequartz from Grosstal, cut parallel to
the c axis. The homogeneouscathodoluminescencein this crystal
is typical ofslow continuous growth. (F) Fissurequartz from Val
Giuv, cut parallel to the c axis. The homogeneouscore of the
crystal luminescing blue is overprinted by nonluminescentfractures (f). Minute solid impurities on the boundary between the
core and the scepterpart ofthe crystal (black arrows) lead to the
formation of growth defects visible as nonluminescent thin bands
with an orientation approximately normal to the growh faces
(white arrows). (G) Section of a quartz crystal from Camperio,
cut parallel to the c axis. Two gowth types (e.g.,cyclic slow and
cyclic rapid) are presentin this crysral. In the scepterpart (S) of
the crystal, the fading of the luminescencealong growth layers
(white arrows) is directly related to the decreaseof Al content
from 500 to < 50 ppm. The numbers refer to the location of the
microprobe analysesfrom Table 2. (H) Section of a quartz crystal from electrodiffusion experiments, cut parallel to the c axis.
The oblique thin line (r) crossingthe whole plate representsgrowth
zonation parallel to a rhombohedral face. The unaltered bottle
green luminescing region (G) is characterizedby a bottle green
luminescencecolor, whereas the altered region is characterized
by streaksofblue luminescence(B) aligned parallel to the c axis.
The boundary region betweenthe two zonesis bell-shaped.The
brown luminescence(b) visible in the composite photograph is
due to an earlier electron bombardment of this area.
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colorsfrom quartz
Fig. 3. Spectraof cathodoluminescence
crystals.All spectrashownare correctedfor instrumentalrespectraof yellow(S),lieht blue (I),
sponse.(A) Luminescence
and dark blue (C) color from the three grouth typesdistin(Fig.2B).@) Lumiguishedin the crystalfrom Amethystkehle
nescence
spectraof blue(B),bottlegreen(G), brown-violet(V),
andartificialbrown(b) colorfrom the crystalusedin electrodif(Fig.2H).
fusionexperiments
colors is characterizedby broad peaks and combinations
ofpeaks in the violet, blue, green,and yellow-orangeregion of the visible spectra(Fig. 3). During measurement,
continuous change in cathodoluminescencecharacteristics results from electron bombardment, which leads to
a detectableincreasein the red region of the spectra.This
increaseis recognizablein the two spectraon Figure 3 for
the blue and blue-green colors. After a few minutes of
electronbombardment,the spectralresponseof theseareas
of previously blue or blue-greenluminescencecolor (Figs.
38, 2H) takes the form ofa broad peak centeredaround
650 nm (Ramseyeret al., 1988;Fig. 3B).
The cathodoluminescencepattern in quartz crystals is
commonly heterogeneousand related to gowth history
(Fie. 2). Only ordinary colorless(Bambaueret a1.,l96l)
and smoky quartz exhibit a homogeneousluminescence
intensity and color (Figs. 2E, 2F). The cathodoluminescencepatterns observed were different for each locality,
but crystals taken from the same fissure(i.e., Gigerwald,
Figs. 2C, 2D) show similar patterns.Quartz crystalsfrom
closely spacedfissuresin different rock types (e.9.,dolomitic limestone and granite shown by fluid inclusions to
have similar thermal histories)also revealedsimilar cathodoluminescencepatterns. The color photographsof Figures I and 2 represent the typical cathodoluminescence
pattern for a given locality.
Physicochemicalgrowth parameters
The main growh parameters are temperature, pressure, composition, and the concentration of volatiles in
the fluids from which quartz precipitated. The effectsof
each parameter on the cathodoluminescenceof quartz
were investigated by comparison of the cathodolumi-
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Fig. 4. Electron microprobe traversesacrosscrystalsfrom Gigerwald showingcathodoluminescencezonation. (a) Traverseacross
crystalin Figure 2C (A-A') over regionswith growth normal to the trigonal prism, bipyramid, and positive rhombohedra.(b) Traverse
acrosscrystal in Figure 2C (B-B') over regions with growth normal to the trigonal prism and negative rhombohedra. (c) Traverse
acrosscrystal in Figure 2D (C-C') over regions with growth normal to the positive rhombohedra.

nescencepatternsobtained from crystalsgrown under different conditions.
Fissurequartz precipitated at similar temperaturesand
pressurescan exhibit variable luminescenceintensities.
For example, the crystals from Grosstal and the core of
the crystals from Val Giuv have a homogeneousblue
luminescence(Figs. 2E, 2F), whereas the crystals from
Amethystkehle have a dark blue to nonluminescent core
(Fig. 2B). In addition, quartz precipitated at different
temperaturesand pressures(e.g.,120 vs. 200 "C and 40
vs. 150 MPa, Figs. lC, lH, 2A^,2C,2G) can displaya
similar luminescencecolor and distribution pattern.
Variations in the amount of CO, in the fluid inclusions
(e.g.,Brunnital: 0.0 molo/o;Gigerwald:3.1 molo/o)and in
the major volatile species(e.g., the skeletal part of the
crystalsfrom Blattenberg:higher hydrocarbons;from Val
d'Illiez: CHo; and from Camperio: COr) have no visible
effect on the cathodoluminescencecolor and distribution
(Figs.1B, lC, 2G).
These examplesdemonstratethat the temperature and
pressureduring crystal growth do not influence the cathTreue2. Al contentof quartzcrvstals

Number

1
2
2

4
5
6
8
I
10
11
12
13
14

Val d'llliez
( F i g .1 F )
ppm Al

Camperio
(Fig.2G)
ppm Al

50
60
70
1940
280
151
0
430
60
920
1960
280
990
1370
170

60
50
50
2750
<50
3150
1220
<50
<50
260
2100
520
50
<50

Gigerwald
(Fig.2D)
ppm Al

370
<50
90
90
110
130
100
130
1410
1070

odoluminescenceofa-quartz. In addition, neither a change
of the major species(e.g., higher hydrocarbons, CHo or
COr) nor the total amount of volatiles in the fluids have
an influence on the cathodoluminescenceof a-quarlz.
Growth dynamics
In addition to temporature, pressure,and volatile content of the fluid, the mode of growth (e.g., continuous,
cyclic, slow, or rapid) is another important parameter
permitting characteization of thesecrystals.Three types
of crystalgrowth are distinguishable(Mullis,1976, 1979,
1980.1983).
1. Quartz crystalsprecipitated slowly and continuously
from an aqueous chloride solution that was undersaturated in dissolved volatiles. This type of fluid composition is commonly found in fracture systemsin tectonically quiescentregions.Quartz crystalsfrom Grosstal(Fig.
2E) and the prismatic cores of the Amethystkehle (Fig.
28) and Val Giuv (Fig. 2D crystals are examplesof this
slow and continuous glowth. Homogeneous luminescenceis common in this type of quartz.
2. Crystals grown in a slow cyclic manner are characterizedby prismatic forms and usually display Dauphin6e
habits with Brazil twinning and horizontal grooves(Weil,
I 930; Friedliinder, I 95 I ; Frondel, 1962:-Gigoiev, I 965)
but without sutures on the prism faces. The outermost
zone of the prismatic part of the crystalsfrom Val d'Illiez
(Fig. lC), from Amethystkehle (Fig. 28) and from Camperio (Fig. 2G), as well as the crystals from Gigerwald
and Windgiillen (Figs. lI{, 2C), all exhibit finely zoned
luminescenceconsistentwith cyclic growth.
3. Crystals characterizedby cyclic rapid growth were
probably precipitated during boiling (pure HrO phase)or
during fractionation ofthe fluid-phaseinto water-rich and
volatile-rich components. Phase separationsare mostly
causedby a sudden pressuredrop during fissureenlargements in regionswith active tectonism (Mullis, 1987).
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The luminescencecolor and distribution in theserapidly
cyclic grown parts of the crystals from Amethystkehle,
Val d'Illiez, Camperio, Val Giuv, and Grand Canary are
complex, but lack of luminescencein particular growth
zonesis related to the low Al content ofthese areas(Figs.
l, 2, 4, Table 2).
The growth dynamics (i.e., continuous vs. cyclic) and
the growth speedare thus important controls on the distribution of short-lived cathodoluminescencein a-quartz.
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Tlele 3, Al concentration in different growth zones of a quartz
crystal from Gigerwald (Fig. 2C)
Growth normal to

n

ppm Al

Positive rhombohedra(r)
Negative rhombohedra(z)
Bipyramid(s)
Trigonalprism(m)
Trigonal prism (m,)

18
4
12
12
13

1 8 1+ 2 0
140+ 20
81+25
12O+ 22
130+ 21

Growth directions

intensity ofthese zonesis not always higher than ofareas
with a lower Al content (e.g.,Gigerwald, Camperio).
Analyses of the sample from Gigerwald (Fig. lD) revealed a significant differencein the Al content between
areas with growh normal to the positive rhombohedra
(r), the negative rhombohedra (z), the bipyramid (s), and
both trigonal prisms (Table 3). The higher Al content in
the part with growth normal to the positive rhombohedra
correspondswith the higher luminescenceintensity in this
area. Differencesin the Al content of the other areas(i.e.,
z, mt, m., s) show no relation to the observed luminescenceintensity (Table 3, Fig. lC).
Density and type of twinning
Microprobe measurementsin crystals with nonlumiCrystals showing Brazil twinning (Table l) may be nescent regions (Grand Canary, Camperio, Val d'Illiez)
nonluminescent or else exhibit variable luminescence revealed that short-lived luminescenceis absent where
colors (Fig. lD). The luminescencepattern generatedin
the Al content is lessthan 50 ppm but is generallypresent
the caseof Brazil twinning is similar to that produced by in areaswith more than 50 ppm Al content (Table 2). A
7-irradiation of quartz with a mimetic structure (Fried- correlation between the Al content and the intensity of
liinder, l95l).
the short-lived blue luminescenceseemsunlikely, since
The effect of twinning is also visible on Figure 2C, a areas with high amounts of Al (> 1000 ppm Al) comquartz crystal from Gigerwald cut perpendicular to the c monly exhibit the same or a darker luminescencethan
axis. The differencein luminescenceintensity in the same areasof the same crystal with a low (<300 ppm Al) Al
growth sector of the positive rhombohedra (r) and the content.Charge-balancing
cationssuchas H+, Li+, Na+,
zigzagboundaries ofthese sectorsare evidencefor Brazil or K+ located in the channelsparallel to the c axis, may
twinning (Mclaren and Pitkethly, 1982).
be the causesof the short-lived luminescencein o-quartz.
The intensity of short-lived luminescence in quartz
crystalsfrom Gigerwald (Fig. 2C, Table 3) decreasesfrom
the growth normal to the positive rhombohedra (r)
through the negative rhombohedra (z), bipyramid (s), to
the trigonal prisms (m., m"). Trends of decreasingintensity are similar both for shortlived blue and induced
brown luminescence.
Thus, the intensity of the cathodoluminescence
of quartz
crystallized in a slow cyclic manner dependsprimarily on
the growth direction.

Crystal fractures

Artificial and natural'y-irradiation
When the Al-Li pair substitutesfor Si and the H content is less than 0.7 ppm, artificial and natural 7-irradiation results in a color changein quartz from transparent
to smoky (Bambauer,196l; Poty, 1969;Nassau,1978;
Fig. lE). The effect of artificial 7-irradiation on luminescence colors is shown by crystals from Val d'Illiez and
Windgiillen(Figs. lE-lH). Slowly grown prismatic parts,
areasofthe rapidly grown skeletalpart, and strongly discolored smoky parts of the artificially irradiated crystals
exhibit either no or only low luminescenceintensity compared with crystals from the same locality not subjected
to artificial "y-irradiation (Fig. lC). The crystal from
Windg?illen(Figs. lG, lH), which was also artificially irTrace elements
radiated, again shows a lower luminescenceintensity in
Measurementsof Al content were carried out on crys- those growth zones with an intense smoky coloration. A
tals from Grand Canary, Val d'Illiez, Gigerwald, Gros- decreasein luminescenceintensity is also observedin the
stal, and Camperio(Figs. lA, lF, 2C,2D, 28,2G, 4). naturally 7-irradiated quartz (Fig. 2B), with zones of
The detected Al content varies considerably in most of smoky and violet colorations from the Amethystkehle
the crystalsexhibiting rapid or discontinuousgrowth (Ta- (Nassau,1978),for which heat treatment resultedin inble 2). Areas with a high Al content (>1000 ppm Al) creasedintensity of dark blue luminescencein the core.
always exhibit blue luminescence;but the luminescence
These examples show that both natural and artificial

Large, macro- to microscopic cracks are rare in wellcrystallized fissure quartz (Mullis, 1976). If fractures are
present, as in the caseof the crystal from Val Giuv (Fig.
2E), then the luminescenceintensity or color generally
differs between the fracture filling and the host quartz.
A good example of submicroscopic lattice defects induced on a discontinuity surfacecovered with solid particles is visible in the skeletalpart of the crystal from Val
Giuv (Fig. 2F). The luminescencecolor in this rapidly
grown part of the crystal exhibits defect clustersgrowing
outward similar to the structuresobservedby Moriya and
Ogawa ( I 978) using light-scattering tomography.
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TEMPERATURE
("C)

Effect of electrodiffusion

Application of an electric field at elevatedtemperatures
(250-900"C; Warburgand Tegetmeier,1888;Verhoogen,
1952;Pfenningerand Laves, 1960;Brunner et al., l96l)
is a well-known technique promoting exchangeof interstitial cations in quartz. This type of treatment is thus an
excellent method for assessingthe effectsof charged interstitial particles on the color and distribution of the
luminescence.
Cathodoluminescenceinvestigation of a quattz crystal
used in electrodiffusion experiments (Pfenninger, 196l;
Fig. 2H) revealed that the unaltered part of the crystal
(on the side of the negativepotential) has a homogeneous
shortlived bottle-greenluminescencecolor, whereasthe
remaining altered region (which was located at the posi@
tive potential) is characterizedby streaks of blue lumiE
nescencealigned parallel to the c axis. These streaks of
o
linearly polarized blue luminescenceoriginate from the
side of the positive potential, where H+-ions were taken
up (Brunner et al., 196l; Pfenninger,196l). The boundary betweenthe unaltered, bottle-greenluminescent zone
and the nonluminescentregion is gradational and convex
in the direction of the position of the negative potential
(Fig. 2H). The boundary of the area of stronger luminescencerepresentsthe zone ofincreased cation concentration due to diffusion of cations toward the negative potential (Pfenninger,196l; Schindler, 1964).Microprobe
analysesof each luminescencezone showed no correlation betweenthe Al content, which varies between90 and
190ppm Al (meanvafue122 a 35 ppm Al, n: l0), and
the observedluminescencecolor. Heating this crystal for
one hour at 600 "C generateda more homogeneousshort051152253354
lived blue to blue-greenluminescencecolor in the area of
bottle green luminescenceand restored a blue lumines1 / T( 1 / 1 0 3 K )
cence in the altered regions. These electrodiffusion exFig. 5. Arrhenius plot of heat-treatedquartz crystalswith cut periments indicate that the blue, blue-green,and bottle
surface normal to the c axis. Dots represent conditions where greenluminescenceis related to the presenceof positively
the shortJived luminescencecould be restored, whereascircles chargedinterstitial cations.
rooo 800

400

200

are for experimentswhere luminescencewas not restoredby heat
treatment. The dashed boundary between the two areas represents the temperature dependenceof the diffusion coefficient
causing the shortlived luminescence.Also included are published temperaturedependencesofthe diffirsion coefrcients parallel to the c axis for differentions.(1) D*-H* (Kats et al., 1962);
(2) H* (Kronenberget al., 1986);(3) Na* (Rybachand Laves,
1967); @) Li+, Na+, K+ (Verhoogen, 1952); (5) Na* (Frischat,
l97oa); (6) Ca'?*(Frischat, 1970b); (7) O'? (Giletti and Yund,
198a);(8) H,O, Si4*(Freer,1981).

7=irradiation result in local decrease in the intensity of
shortlived blue luminescence (although this may be restored through heat treatment). Furthermore, the smoky
areas show generally lower luminescence intensities than
transparent parts of the same crystal (Figs. lD-lH). Substitution of Al + Li for Si, which at low H contents causes
the smoky coloration, does not itself seem to control the
luminescence in a- quartz.

Thermal treatments
Fissure quartz from Grand Canary, Gigerwald, and
Grosstal in which luminescencehad been destroyed by
electron bombardment in the uppermost 5 to l0 pm (at
30 keV, Ramseyeret al., 1989) was thermally treated
between I l0 and 700 'C for a maximum of 500 h. The
original shortlived blue luminescencecolor and distribution were restored in samplesthat were heated to high
temperatures or kept at moderate temperatures for significantly longerperiodsof time (e.g.,500'C for 600 s or
2 5 0 . C f o r 1 . 8 x 1 0 "s ) .
Figure 5 is an Arrhenius plot for these data using the
measuredalteration depth (5-10 pm) to calculatethe diffusion coefficient. Time-temperature conditions that regenerated the short-lived luminescenceare represented
by dots, and conditions with no regenerationof the luminescenceare marked as open circles. Thus the first set
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of data points (dots) representstime-temperature conditions where the diffusion distance of the speciescausing
the luminescenceis equal to or larger than the thickness
of the altered zone. The secondset of data points (open
circles)representsconditions where the diffusion distance
is considerably smaller than the alteration depth. The
boundary between the two sets ofdata points represents
the time-temperature conditions where the diffusion distance is equal to the alteration depth. These boundary
conditions characterize the temperature dependenceof
the diffusion coefficient for the speciescausingthe shortlived luminescencein d.-quartz.A comparison with published data concerning temperature dependencesof the
diffusion coefficientsparallel to the c axis for deuteriumhydrogenexchange,H*, Li*, Na+, K+, Ca2+,Sia*, and
O2 ions (Kats et al., 1962; Kronenberg et al., 1986; RyFrischat,L970a,
bachand Laves, I 967; Verhoogen,19521,
1970b;Giletti and Yund, 1984;Freer, 1981)showsthat
the temperature dependenceof the diffusion coefficient
obtained here is similar to data for Na+, or K* ions and
the deuterium-hydrogen exchange(Fig. 5). The great differencein the published data for the diffusion of Nat ions
(see Freer, 1981) and the large experimental error only
permit identification of the diffusing speciesas a single
chargedcation (Fig. 5).
DrscussroN
Sincethe uptake of trace elementsinto the quartz structure is controlled by crystal-growth parameters and solution chemistry, neither the growth temperature nor the
formation pressure should influence the luminescence.
Short-lived luminescencein a-quartz is thus controlled
by the crystal-groWh parameters,groWh dynamics (e.g.,
continuous vs. cyclic and slow vs. rapid), and growth direction. The uptake of Al with a charge-balancingcation
as a substitution for Si seemsto be the causeof the shortlived blue luminescence colors in d-quartz, since only
quartz with more than 50 ppm Al exhibits this type of
luminescence.
Observations of luminescence of artificially treated
quartz crystals (e.g., electron bombardment, 7-irradiation, electrodifusion, and thermal treatment) provide additional insights into the nature and origin of the shortlived luminescence in a-qtnrtz. The rapid decreasein
luminescenceintensity during excitation by highly accelerated electrons, the regeneration of this luminescence
through heating, and the redistribution of the luminescencecolors after electrodiffirsion(Ramseyeret al., 1988)
indicate the closerelationship betweenluminescenceand
the presence of positively charged interstitial ions in
channelsparallel to the c axis. The observationsof,y-irradiated crystalsand from thermal experimentsrestrict the
possiblerangeofresponsible speciesto the singly charged
cations H+, Na+, and K*. In addition, the electrodiffusion experiment reveals that luminescencecan result from
the uptake of hydrogen (H+) and the diffusion of cations.
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CoNcr-usroNs
The most important factor influencing the short-lived
cathodoluminescencein a-quartz during crystallization is
the uptake ofcharge balancing,singly chargedcations associated with the substitution of Si by Al. The concentration and distribution of these trace elements are controlled by (l) the growth dynamics(continuousslow, cyclic
slow, or cyclic rapid), (2) the growth direction, and (3)
the presenceof Brazil twinning. The temperature and
pressure conditions of crystal growth do not appear to
affect a-quartz luminescence.
After crystallization, natural irradiation by ^y-raysor
a-particles may modify the luminescencecharacteristics.
In addition, later filled fractures in the crystals may exhibit luminescencecolors or intensities that are different
from those of the host crystal.
Luminescence in a-quartz is destroyed by electron
bombardment, a- and 7-irradiation, and electrodiffusion
but is regeneratedby heat treatment.
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